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The Window Dresser “Baiting His Lady-Trap” 
 
 
 At the turn of the twentieth century, male department store display strategists engaged in 

a complex dialogue with art and commerce in the show window often guided by deliberate 

strategy to tempt the female consumer. This paper will challenge impressionistic interpretations 

of department store window display and uncover the calculated layouts, labor-intensive 

mechanics, and attentive artistic aims that governed the work of the window dresser as he 

assembled objects into configurations and narratives. I will propose that the show window not 

only captured the contemporary imagination, but also demonstrated professional skill and 

experimented with a gendered consumer psychology. 

 A few times a week on the shopping streets of London, display men reassembled 

temporary exhibitions in department store windows that competed to demonstrate the visual 

impact of the fashionable goods on the market. This paper will reshape lines of thinking around 

department store visual merchandising by foregrounding the point of view of the expert male 

window dresser as he constructed these gender-conscious displays. Window trimmers followed 

the advice of a growing body of didactic literature in order to construct imaginative and yet 

financially successful window designs. I will draw on the primary evidence in retail trade 

journals, advice manuals, correspondence school textbooks, and periodical accounts to determine 

how male retailers perceived and arranged their expanding material world specifically to target 

females. Authors wrote on female-specific tactics of color, the creation of an attractive 

atmosphere, appropriate themes, and proper sales copy. Window dressers draped fabrics on 



blocks so as to simulate the impression of a woman’s skirt on the body. Texts identified 

particular color harmonies as most pleasing to female passersby. Mannequins earned popularity 

for their ability to show garments and accessories in use to prompt personal connection to the 

goods.  Advice manuals included graceful window designs including a giant lily flower formed 

of hundreds of folded handkerchiefs. By offering a new and more precise reading of the 

department store show window, this paper will investigate the evaluation of gender present in the 

emerging professional practice of window display.  

	  


